ADVERTISING FEATURE

Great Japanese cusine
stands the test of time
After 18 years in business, authentic Japanese restaurant Samsi proves
exquisite taste and service are always in style in Wilmslow

T

HIS year sees longestablished Wilmslow
restaurant Samsi
celebrate its 18th birthday.
In the past two decades, Samsi
owner Samantha Gore-Lyons
has seen a number of changes
to Wilmslow’s restaurant
scene, but throughout that
time Samsi has remained
popular with locals and those
from further afield, drawn
to the restaurant for its
fresh approach to traditional
Japanese food. Today, Samsi
has grown to cover the north

west with five impressive
restaurants.
One of the keys to Samsi’s
success is its insistence on
using premium ingredients.
Only the best will do, and
Samantha and her highly
trained teams of chefs
carefully select the finest
ingredients.
To give diners an idea of
the lengths the Samsi team
goes to, the tuna on Samsi’s
menus is imported direct from
sustainable sources to offer
diners fresh, dolphin-friendly,

MOUTH-WATERING Enjoy delicious food at Samsi
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BEAUTIFUL SURROUNDINGS The refurbished restaurant

Plus, authentic Japanese
Hibachi can be one of the
healthiest choices when it
comes to dining out.
The use of oily fish, high iron
seaweed and the predominant
use of vegetables, makes
Samsi a great choice for those
watching their waistlines.
Plus, Samsi takes the care to
cook with less oil too when
making fried dishes such as
tempura.
Having already seen off three

previous recessions, there’s
little doubt that Samsi will
continue to succeed thanks to
its hard-earned reputation for
producing fantastic food.
.......................................................
Samsi Wilmslow is situated
on Warham Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9
1BT.
To book a table, call 01625
548227.
Or take a closer look online at
www.samsi.co.uk/wilmslow

